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tight binding (DFTB), extended by NEGF for transport [6–8].
The Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements in DFTB are
calculated ab initio from DFT with a linear combination of
optimized atomic orbitals as a basis, and tabulated with respect
to inter-atomic distance, thus accounting for interactions
between an extended number of neighbors. Together with a
self-consistent energy term due to second-order charge
fluctuations, this makes DFTB efficient, yet accurate way to
calculate electronic structure even for amorphous oxides and
semiconductor-oxide interfaces. DFTB permits parametrization
(2–3 parameters per chemical element) through the optimization of the atomic orbitals used as a basis. Tables of the
Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements versus distance are
distributed through www.dftb.org. However, we find that these
are not of sufficient accuracy for semiconductor device
simulation, and in this work we re-optimize the parameters
against well-known experimental band-structure data of Si.

Abstract—We report a milestone in device modeling whereby
a planar MOSFET with extremely thin silicon on insulator
channel is simulated at the atomic level, including significant
parts of the gate and buried oxides explicitly in the simulation
domain, in ab initio fashion, i.e without material or geometrical
parameters. We use the density-functional-based tight-binding
formalism for constructing the device Hamiltonian, and nonequilibrium Green’s functions formalism for calculating electron
current. Simulations of Si/SiO2 super-cells agree very well with
experimentally observed band-structure phenomena in SiO2confined sub-6 nm thick Si films. Device simulations of ETSOI
MOSFET with 3 nm channel length and sub-nm channel
thickness also agree well with reported measurements of the
transfer characteristics of a similar transistor.
Keywords—atomistic modelling; density functional
binding; MOSFET; silicon-on-insulator; silicon dioxide

I.

tight

INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the atomic structure of the interface
models used in the study. We are interested in modeling planar
ETSOI devices, and therefore compare the conventional model
of H-terminated Si film with the α-quartz SiO2/Si superlattice
model from [3]. Based on the latter, we build the principle
layer (PL) shown in Fig. 1(c), which is repeated in the transport

Atomic level modeling of transport phenomena in electron
devices becomes increasingly relevant due to continuous
miniaturization of technology and growing diversity of device
architectures and materials. It is typically accomplished by
coupling an atomistic device Hamiltonian to the nonequilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF) formalism. Two
popular choices to build atomistic Hamiltonian are density
functional theory (DFT) and empirical tight binding (ETB) [1,
2]. The extreme complexity of the former, and the limited
transferability of the latter across structural interfaces and
amorphous materials have narrowed their scope of application
to transport through hydrogen-passivated channels only.
However, in ultra-thin films and narrow nanowires the bandstructure, quantization, and interface scattering critically
depend on the amount of confinement and on the intricacy of
the semiconductor-oxide interface [3–5].
Here we report a milestone in device modeling, whereby a
significant part of the gate-oxide and of the buried-oxide
(BOX) of a MOSFET with a channel of extremely thin Si-oninsulator (ETSOI) are explicitly included in the drain current
calculation at atomic level, for the first time.

Fig. 1. Orthographic view along [100] direction of the atomic structure of the
supercells (repeated 2x2x1) used in band-structure calculations of (a) H-, and
(b) SiO2-confined, 0.8nm thick Si film. H-termination of Si corresponds to the
Si(001)1x1 symmetric dihydrate structure from [15]. The α-quartz SiO2-Si
supercell is from [3]. (c) Principle layer (PL) used in constructiing the atomic
model of the ETSOI transistor, based on the supercell in (b), by splitting the
oxide in top and bottom oxides of 1 nm and passivating them by H. Vacuum
buffer of 4 nm is added in (a) and (c).

II. METHODOLOGY
We employ the DFTB+ computer code, implementing the
spin-polarized, self-consistent-charge density-functional-based
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Fig. 3. Band-structure of bulk Si calculated with DFTB (lines) using the
parametrisation obtained in this work, showing very good agreement with
target energies at points of high-symmetry (symbols). Si representation is
3s23p23d0. Effective masses also agree well with experiment [19].

x [100]

Fig. 2. Orthographic views of the right-half of the simulated device, viewed
along [100] and [001] directions. Vacuum buffer extends the simulation
domain to 7 nm in Y. Periodicity in X is imposed. Inset shows the n-type
doping profile (right half only; see text for details).
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direction [001], to create an ETSOI MOSFET shown in Fig. 2.
The device has 3 nm gate length (LG) and ~7 nm source/drain
extensions (LS/D), connected to semi-infinite leads of the same
atomic structure as the PL. The atomic model of ~1700 atoms
comprises 1 nm gated SiO2, 0.8 nm Si channel, and the first 1
nm of a thick BOX. Transport is in [001] (Z), oxide
confinement in [010] (Y) directions. Periodicity is imposed in
[100] (X) direction, consistent with a very wide, planar device.
Virtual crystal approximation is adopted for n-type doping
[22], and no chemical impurity is introduced, eliminating
device variability. Note however, that we do not recalculate the
Hamiltonian matrix elements, and therefore do not capture the
band-gap narrowing in the source/drain regions. Doping profile
is depicted in the inset of Fig. 2. The step-like doping within
2 nm away from the gate edge is the effective density assigned
to the Si atoms in the channel of each PL, corresponding to an
exponentially decaying ion concentration at a rate of one
decade per 2nm. The device is simulated by coupling the
DFTB Hamiltonian to NEGF and Poisson electrostatics in a
self-consistent loop within the DFTB+ computer code. Metal
gate is represented by Dirichlet boundary condition, applied
away from the SiO2 structure, to ensure an effective oxide
thickness (EOT) of 1.5 nm. Simulations are performed on a 4core Dell Optiplex workstation.
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Fig. 4. Band-structure of bulk α-quartz SiO2 calculated with DFTB using the
parameters obtained in this work. Valence band is in good agreement with
DFT and more accurate theories. Bandgap is larger (~25%) than
experimentally known [11], due to a poorly expressed minimum near Γ.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First we demonstrate the applicability of DFTB to
electronic structure in the context of bulk and interfacial Si and
SiO2. Fig. 3 shows very good agreement with experiment for
the band-structure of bulk Si calculated in DFTB with our
parameterisation for Si. Spin-orbit coupling is included.
Notably, indirect band-gap is 1.129 eV with conduction band
minimum at 0.81 of the Γ–X line (vs. experimental values of
1.12 eV and 0.85 [19]). Conduction and valence band effective
masses are within 15% of experiment as reported in Fig. 3. The
band-structure of bulk α-quartz SiO2, calculated with DFTB is
shown in Fig. 4. Atomic structure of the unit cell of α-quartz is
from [11]. The error in the fundamental gap here is larger
(~25%), but nevertheless a wide-gap insulator results. Recall
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Fig. 5. Band-structure along the Γ–X line of the tetragonal Si/SiO2 supercell,
for two different thicknesses of the Si film, calculated in DFTB. Top of the
valence band is taken as a reference in both cases.

that conventional simulations with DFT in the local density or
generalized gradient approximations underestimate the bandgap of Si and SiO2 almost by a factor of two. We find that the
error here is due to the poorly expressed conduction bandminimum at Γ and that the small disorder, as found in the
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Fig. 8. On-atom projected density of states (pDOS) across the Si-SiO2
interface, showing the gradual widening of the band-gap within the oxide.
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Fig. 6. Widening of Si band-gap with the decreasing thickness of SiO2confined Si film is accurately modeled by DFTB, as compared to
experimental data from from [16] and DFT calculations from [13].
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the band-gap across the Si-SiO2 interface obtained from
DFTB compares well to experiment [17] and DFT theory [18].

Fig. 7. Widening of Si band-gap with the decreasing thickness of hydrogenconfined Si film is accurately modeled by DFTB, as compared to DFT
calculations from [13], and [14]. Note the two times larger magnitude of the
effect, in comparison to the SiO2-confined Si film of Fig. 6.

Next, we present simulations of drain current through the
ETSOI device structure described in Fig. 2. Fig. 10(a) shows
the electrostatic potential in the simulation domain, and the
fluctuations in the potential are correlated to the atomic
structure in Fig. 10(b). The transfer characteristics of the device
at 50 mV and 300 mV drain bias are reported in Fig. 11, and a
broad comparison is attempted against the V-groove
junctionless MOSFET with 3nm gate length and sub-nm Si
thickness from [10]. A detailed comparison is hard to attempt
due to the following. The donor density in the channel and
around the gate edges is not exactly known; neither the exact Si
body thickness can be ascertained. We find that the doping
concentration near the gate edges critically affects the subthreshold characteristics of the device, due to source-to-drain
tunneling. While the doping assumed in our study (see inset in
Fig. 2) gives good agreement of the sub-threshold slope at
50 mV drain bias, the poor DIBL suggests lower concentration
near the edge of the gate in the experiment. The more
significant deviation of the simulations from experiment is in
the on-current, however. Simulations largely overestimate the
current at high gate bias due to the lack of impurity scattering
in the source and drain. Some error may be expected due to the
lack of surface roughness [5], but negligible effect of phonon
scattering is expected at this gate length. While these aspects
demand further improvement of the approach, they are not so
important in the sub-threshold regime, where we note that
without any parameter entering the device model, simulation
results are already reasonably close to measurements.

atomic model of the Si/SiO2 interface, lowers the band-gap
somewhat closer to experiment.
The Si/SiO2 super-cell in Fig. 1(b) can be regarded as a unit
cell of a tetragonal lattice. The Γ-X path of its first Brillion
zone (BZ) is the same as the Γ-X path of the BZ of bulk Si
(FCC lattice). The band-structure of the Si/SiO2 super-cell
along the Γ-X path, calculated within DFTB is shown in Fig. 5
for two different thicknesses of Si. It exhibits the well-known
transition to direct band-gap in ultra-thin Si, as obtained from
DFT calculations and experimentally suggested by the
enhanced photo-luminance of such films [20, 21]. This
phenomenon is concomitant with a widening of the band-gap
of Si, as film-thickness decreases. In Fig. 6, we show a very
good agreement between DFTB calculation and experiment for
this band-gap widening. Results of Fig. 6 should be compared
with those of Fig. 7, showing the same relation in the case of
hydrogen-terminated Si film, c.f. Fig. 1(a). Note that Htermination leads to the same qualitative trend, but
overestimates the magnitude of the effect by a factor of two,
demonstrating the importance of including the oxide explicitly
in the atomic model.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show that DFTB describes well the
gradual transition of the band-gap across the Si-SiO2 interface,
which is known to depend on extended-neighbor interactions of
the sub-stoichiometric species at the interface [9].
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Fig. 11. Transfer characteristics of the simulated device compared to measurements of a V-groove MOSFET with LG = 3nm and TSi < 1nm from [10].
[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

Fig. 10. Electrostatic potential in an YZ-plane of the device through the
middle of the atomic structure in X direction. The elevated plot in a) shows
the entire simulation domain, and large potential barriers in the oxide. The
plot in b) shows augmented channel region with the atomic structure
superposed and viewed off-[101] direction, correlating the large potential
peaks with the oxygen atoms. VGS = 0 V, VDS = 50 mV.

[9]
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
DFTB coupled to NEGF and self-consistent Poisson
electrostatics constitute a promising approach for atomic level
simulation of electron devices with extremely thin/narrow
channel, in which the semiconductor-oxide interface plays a
decisive role on the electrical characteristic and demands
explicit modeling. Good agreement with measured transfer
characteristics is obtained, but doping density and channel
thickness are a degree of freedom. A major challenge of the
approach is accounting for impurity scattering, without
introducing chemical doping.
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